Abstract-In multi-path spread spectrum communications, signals calculated by multiplying a fixed scaling factor T and an from different paths may affect the performance of the Pseudo-adaptive value Z. For CA-CFAR, ZCA is the average value of N
INTRODUCTION
Code acquisition is one (2) There are two main types of CFAR techniques which are widely used. These are known as CA-CFAR and OS-CFAR [4] . Iefli Figure 1 shows the block diagram of CA-CFAR and OS-CFAR Tn() Stenme frfrec el,adT1 h cln factor for threshold calculation. When PFA has been chosen, T iS detectors. The difference between the two detectors iS in the thonyukwnprmeriteeqaonfraixdNsot method of obtainig the adaptive threshold, which can be.
'~~~~canbe easily calculated by (3):
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In (2) assumed to have the same power. Therefore, (8) can be After obtaining the scaling factor T, the PD for CA-CFAR modified to (9): and OS-CFAR detectors can be calculated by (5) and (6) 
Beside PD, M\AT is another factor that can be used to analyse
In single-path communications, the MF produces a the performance of PN code detectors effectively. It represents correlation peak at every period of the PN code, but in multi-the average time to coarsely match the received and locally path channels, due to different delays for different channels, the generated PN codes within the chip time (Tc). In this paper, the MF will find more peaks in one period of the PN code. 'is shown in figure 5 . TFA iS set to 1lOTb and Tb =256Tc. Thus, for OS-CFAR detectors that have been simulated in detectors with different K. Obviously, the OS-CFAR detector this paper, using (12), it is easy to determine that the detector with K equal 14 has the best performance in terms of highest with K equal to 14 is the simplest to achieve as only 42 PD and the shortest MAT. The performance deteriorates when comparisons are required to find the 14th biggest sample in the K is decreased. Thus, in a M-path communication, if N reference window. Also, from figures 6 and 7, the OS-CFAR reference cells are used, the OS-CFAR detector with K equal detector with K equal to 14 is the one with the best (N-M) Figure 8 shows the structure of the Language (VHDL) and then Modelsim is used as the simulator MF with transposed Finite Impulse Response (FIR) structure. for the pre-routed and post-routed design to verify the logic The merit of using a transposed FIR structure is the lower input function and timing. After simulations, the circuit of MF with to output latency [6] . An 8-bit input is used for the MF and as OS-CFAR detector is successfully implemented on the "Virtexthe MF length is 256, the width of pipelines used in the MF Figure 9 illustrates the process of Bubble are used in the OS-CFAR detector, it has the best performance Sorting. The samples in the reference cells are labelled from XI in PD and AT when K equals N-M. Also, using Bubble to XN. To find the biggest sample, N-I comparisons are needed Sorting, the OS-CFAR detector with K equal to N-M is the as shown in the figure.
easiest to achieve using FPGA implementation, as it requires the as shown in the figure. least calculation. Thus, in a M-path spread spectrum communication, the OS-CFAR detector with K equal to N-M is the most adequate in terms of performance and complexity.
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